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WIKIPEDIA:
Sustainability is the capacity to endure. For humans, sustainability is the long-term maintenance of responsibility, which has environmental, economic, and social dimensions, and encompasses the concept of stewardship, the responsible management of resource use.
Sustainability Considerations:

- Environmental = Salvage and Recycling
Sustainability Considerations:

- Economic = $$$
- Jobs in Area (Local Hires)
- Walk Away Solution saves Crown monitoring costs ~500k over 25 Years
Sustainability Considerations:
-Social
Biogenie Proposed:

Aboriginal Hours/Total Hours = 66%

Achieved = 67%
Keys to Success
Finished Product

On Time

On Budget
Find the Right People

Keep the Right People
Finding the Right People - PWGSC Bid/Tender Process:

Bid Evaluation: 60% Price and 40% Proposal

Proposal:
- Technical Proposal
  - Tell us The Crown how you are going to do the work
- Management and Organization Proposal
  - Who will be doing the work?
- Aboriginal Opportunities Consideration
PWGSC Tender Process:

Bid Evaluation: 60% Price and 40% Proposal (AOC 10%)

AOC Advantage:

Two Bidders with bids for 10 Million Dollars:
- Bidder A – NO AOC = No price advantage
- Bidder B – Full AOC = ~1 Million Dollar advantage
Find the Right People

Keep the Right People
Conclusion

Find the Right People

Keep the Right People

• Questions?